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ABSTRACT: A method of analysis is introduced to probe the spectral features obtained from ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations. Here, the instantaneous mass-weighted velocities are projected onto irreducible representations constructed from
discrete time translation groups comprising operations that invoke the time-domain symmetries (or periodic phase space orbits)
reflected in the spectra. The projected velocities are decomposed using singular value decomposition (SVD) to construct a set of
“modes” pertaining to a given frequency domain. These modes now include all anharmonicities, as sampled during the dynamics
simulations. In this approach, the underlying motions are probed in a manner invariant with respect to coordinate
transformations, operations being performed along the time axis rather than coordinate axes, making the analysis independent of
choice of reference frame. The method is used to probe the underlying motions responsible for the doublet at ∼1000 cm−1 in the
vibrational spectrum of the H5O2

+, Zundel cation. The associated analysis results are confirmed by projecting the Fourier
transformed velocities onto the harmonic normal mode coordinates and a set of mass-weighted, symmetrized Jacobi coordinates.
It is found that the two peaks of the doublet are described and differentiated by their respective contributions from the proton
transfer, water−water stretch, and water wag coordinates, as these are defined. Temperature dependent effects are also briefly
noted.

1. INTRODUCTION
In a recent series of publications, we used ab initio molecular
dynamics (AIMD)1−9 and quantum wavepacket ab initio
molecular dynamics (QWAIMD)10−13 to compute vibrational
properties in hydrogen bonded clusters. While ab initio
molecular dynamics allows the “on-the-fly” treatment of
electronic structure with simultaneous classical dynamical
treatment of nuclei, quantum wavepacket ab initio molecular
dynamics, in addition, includes a quantum dynamical treatment
of a subset of nuclei. The vibrational studies constructed thus
far using these methods include (a) a detailed study of the
dynamically averaged vibrational spectrum that appropriately
models the experimental situation for the protonated 21-water
cluster,5,6 (b) the evaluation of the solvation structure and
dynamics in medium-sized hydroxide and other negative ion
water clusters,3,14−16 (c) analysis of energy redistribution in
radicals of significance in atmospheric chemistry,4,8,9,17 (d)
treatment of anharmonically coupled hydrogen-bonded systems
along with a detailed elucidation of multiple experimental
situations that yield widely different H/D isotope dependent
vibrational properties.1,2 In fact, as far as we are aware, the
studies in refs 1 and 2 represent the first time that a high level
of concordance has been achieved between the experiments,
infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD)18−24 and
argon-tagged action spectroscopy,25 and a single set of
theoretical results, for a set of spectra of a hydrogen-bound
system, incorporating both a wide temperature range and
isotopic effects. In addition to the above, ab initio molecular
dynamics has been used to predict the amphiphilic nature of
the hydrated proton in medium to large sized protonated water
clusters.6,7 In all cases mentioned above, the vibrational spectral

properties are constructed using correlation functions obtained
from dynamical paramenters. For example, for cases where
nuclei are treated classically, constructs proportional to the
dipole and velocity autocorrelation functions are employed,
whereas for situations where the nuclei are treated quantum
dynamically, as a wavepacket, a quantum-mechanical flux
autocorrelation function is utilized.10,12

The studies described above can be contrasted with other
approaches commonly used in the literature. One of the most
common methods is to obtain vibrational properties through
harmonic analyses constructed at optimized nuclear config-
urations. Such approaches are now a standard part of most
electronic structure packages. However, these approaches are
not adequate for soft vibrational modes such as those
encountered in hydrogen-bonded systems.1−3,5,6,10 The effect
of the potential on the nuclei must be considered beyond the
harmonic approximation through either explicit quantum-
mechanical,26−37 semiclassical,30,38−48 or classical treatment of
nuclei. When such treatments are combined with electronic
structure calculations, either performed “on-the-fly” or a priori,
one may be able to construct an accurate vibrational analysis. In
addition, quantum nuclear effects may be included using a
variety of methods.10,31,49−52 However, as seen, for example, in
refs 10 and 49, the accurate treatment of hydrogen bonded
systems that includes (a) anharmonicities sometimes at quartic
or higher orders and (b) donor−acceptor fluctuations driven
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and coupled to the double well-type potentials acting on the
shared proton still presents a major challenge to most
theoretical methods. As indicated in the references cited
above, our previous AIMD and QWAIMD studies have been
reasonably successful in the study of such systems and in some
cases have provided fresh insight into experimental find-
ings.1,2,5,6

However, challenges remain in the treatment of vibrational
properties, particularly in the area of spectral interpretation. In
refs 1, 8, and 9, we introduced methods that analyze a portion
of the spectrum in both frequency and time domains. These
studies have been constructed as a function of temperature and
have also been used to evaluate energy redistribution
propensities in atmospheric and hydrogen bonded systems.
While these studies do facilitate the introduction of composite
vibrational mode labels and analyze mode couplings as depicted
in refs 1, 2, and 8, these labels depend on the choice of a
reference frame or zeroth order modes. In this study, we
demonstrate this dependence by choosing multiple zeroth
order modes, and in addition we introduce a more general
approach derived from the periodic phase space orbits that are
sampled during AIMD trajectories. These periodic orbits are
constructed using projection operators obtained from a time-
translational group that is unique to the dynamics trajectory in
question. Our test-bed here is the Zundel cation51,52 that has
received particular recent attention from both the experimen-
tal23,24,53−55 and theoretical54,56−61 communities. This paper is
organized as follows: The methods for spectral analysis are
discussed in section 2. Specifically, a new time-translational
group analysis technique is introduced in section 2.2 to
compute periodic phase space orbits from dynamics data. This
facilitates the calculation of modes that include anharmonic
effects, as these are sampled during the course of the dynamics
trajectories. Techniques to probe and decompose the dynamics
data in terms of approximate modes, such as those obtained
from the harmonic approximation are also discussed in section
2.1. The latter allows one to gauge the extent to which such
“zeroth-order modes” couple during the dynamics process. The
approaches discussed in section 2 are applied to the challenging
Zundel, H5O2

+ cationic system in the important shared proton
stretch frequency region. The results are presented in section 4,
and conclusions are given in section 5. A visual illustration of
the periodic orbits derived from the method can be found in
the Supporting Information.

2. METHODS FOR OBTAINING VIBRATIONAL
PROPERTIES FROM DYNAMICS DATA

In ab intio molecular dynamics, the molecular framework
evolves as a result of forces computed from electronic structure.
Hence, it is possible to construct time-correlation functions62,63

that account for the dynamical nature of the system. The
dynamically averaged vibrational densities of states8 are
computed from the Fourier transform of the nuclear velocity
autocorrelation function (FT-VAC):
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where the term ⟨...⟩, in the first equation, represents ensemble
average. By contrast, the Fourier transform of the dipole
autocorrelation function (FT-DAC) is used to provide peak
intensities proportional to the change in dipole moment of the
system and, hence, the vibrational spectrum:2,3,5,6,62−66
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The terms inside the curly brackets ({...}) represent the power
normalized absorption cross-section.62,63 The prefactor, ω/(1
− exp(−βℏω)), is a quantum-nuclear correction64−66 obtained
on the basis of the harmonic approximation. Over a series of
publications,1−6,8,9,67 it has been demonstrated that these
correlation functions provide a good estimate to the vibrational
spectrum obtained from experimental action spectroscopy.
We may also write the FT-VAC using mass-weighted

velocities: v(⃗t) ≡ M1/2V(t), as
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where, the quantity

∫⃗ ω ≡ ⃗∼ ω−v t v t( ) d e ( )i t
(4)

includes information about the characteristic nuclear motions at
frequency ω. It is thus possible to derive “modes” that include
all information about the dynamically sampled potential surface
by analyzing ⃗∼v (ω). In sections 2.1 and 2.2, we discuss two
frameworks to carry out such an analysis. Specifically, in section

2.1, the ⃗∼v (ω) vectors are expressed as linear combinations of a
complete set including the Harmonic normal mode vectors
obtained from diagonalization of the Hessian matrix and the
Jacobi coordinate vectors.68−71 The projected components
from these linear combinations then yield contributions from
the chosen mode vectors onto specific frequencies of the

spectrum as depicted within ⃗∼v (ω). This leads to a physical
interpretation of the spectral feature. By contrast, in section 2.2
we introduce periodic orbits that are constructed from the

dynamical evolution of ⃗∼v (ω). These periodic orbits are
characteristic modes specific to a given frequency window
and are obtained from projection operators constructed within
a time-translation group.

2.1. Decomposition of IṼ(ω) in eq 3 in Terms of (a)
Harmonic Normal Modes and (b) Modes Constructed
from Jacobi Coordinates. It is our goal to obtain a physical
description of the molecular vibrations responsible for the
spectral features seen in the Fourier transformed mass-weighted

velocity vectors, i.e., ⃗∼v (ω) in eq 4. Toward this, the vectors
⃗∼v (ω) are first projected onto the complete, ortho-normal set of
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mass-weighted harmonic normal mode coordinates, which are
obtained from a static harmonic frequency calculation through
diagonalization of the nuclear Hessian matrix constructed on
the ground electronic energy surface. As seen in refs 1, 2, and 8,
the contribution from each Harmonic normal coordinate at a
frequency ω is computed through projection of the frequency
dependent mass-weighted velocity in eq 4 onto a given
Harmonic normal coordinate as

⃗ω ω= ⃗ ·∼C H v( ) ( )i i
Harm Harm

(5)

where H⃗i
Harm represents the ith mass weighted harmonic normal

mode vector. Since (1/2)[v(⃗ω)·v(⃗ω)] is the kinetic energy at
frequency ω, |Ci

Harm(ω)|2 represents the kinetic energy along
mode (or direction) H⃗i

Harm at frequency ω. Similarly, the net
kinetic energy along the mode vector, H⃗i

Harm, inside a frequency
window [ω1, ω2] (under a given peak, for example) may be
expressed using the quantity

∫ω ω ω ω ω= | |ω ω( )C C[ , ] d ( ) ( )i i
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1 2 [ , ]
Harm 2

1/2

1 2

(6)

The quantity ωω ω ( )[ , ]1 2
is a filter function localized inside the

frequency window [ω1, ω2]. In this study, the filter function is
chosen to be equal to one inside [ω1, ω2] and zero otherwise.
An analysis of eq 6 will provide contributions arising from the
mode H⃗i

Harm onto the frequency domain [ω1, ω2]. This would
lead to a physical interpretation of the spectral feature in
question, as described in refs 1 and 8. However, as one might
imagine, such a physical interpretation is dependent on the
choice of the basis vectors, {H⃗i

Harm}, and hence in this
publication we also carry out a similar analysis using Jacobi
coordinates.68−71 For consistency, the Jacobi coordinates are
mass-weighted and linearized in Cartesian space about the
equilibrium geometry just as the harmonic normal coordinates,
since they are taken to be locally linear in the small oscillation
problem. In this case, eqs 5 and 6 are appropriately modified as

⃗ω ω= ⃗ ·∼C J v( ) ( )i i
Jacobi

(7)

and
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for the set of mass-weighted Jacobi coordinates {Ji⃗}. The
precise transformations between the Jacobi coordinates and the
Harmonic coordinates for the Zundel cation are discussed in
section 4.1.
2.2. Projected Modes, or Periodic Orbits, Obtained

from a Discrete Time Translation Group Constructed
from the Dynamics Trajectory. The interpretation of a
spectral feature may depend on the choice of basis vectors,
{H⃗i

Harm} and {Ji⃗}. In this section, we introduce a technique to
probe the nature of characteristic molecular motions that
contribute to spectral intensity, without reference to a chosen
zeroth order basis, and in a manner invariant under coordinate
transformation. Toward this, we use the known symmetries
present within dynamics trajectories as follows. Since a nonzero
spectral intensity at frequency ω implies the presence of a
periodic orbit with time-period ≡ π

ω
2 in the trajectory, we

may obtain projections of the time evolution of the mass-
weighted velocities onto symmetrized phase-space orbits

constructed using the time period . Specifically, we construct
projection operators , corresponding to frequencies in the
spectrum, such that the projection of some function, f, a
function of trajectory positions and momenta (or velocities),
onto the projected space represented by is given by
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where θ is the length of the simulation as seen in eq 1 and θN ,
is the f loor of θ/ , i.e., the largest integral multiple of that
remains lower than θ. The corresponding symmetrized mass-
weighted velocity vectors are given by
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It is clear that ⃗v t( ) is the portion of v(⃗t) that is periodic with
time period . Hence, these are perioidic velocity orbits. The
fact that ⃗v t( ) contributes to the spectral intensity may also be
noted by further simplifying eq 4 as
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In the above statement, we have assumed that the remainder

∫
π ω

θ

θ
t[ d ]

N (2 / ),
signifies a small interval. When that is not the

case, the expression above can be suitably modified to include
one more cycle within ⃗v t( ). In any case, since the intensity at
the peak frequency ω may also be obtained from a Fourier
transform of ⃗v t( ), the corresponding “mode” may be
characterized by the time series ⃗v t( ). In the results section,
we also compute the quantity

∫ ω⃗ ∝ ⃗ω ω
ω

ω
v t v t( ) d ( )[ , ]1 2

1

2

(12)

which represents the “net-mode” or flux within the frequency
window [ω1, ω2].

2.2.1. The Principal Dynamical Components Determined
from { ⃗v t( )}. It is important to note that the projectors, ,
and consequently the modes, ⃗v t( ), for different values of the
period may not, in general, be orthogonal. That is, the family
o f f u n c t i o n s ⃗ | =v t{ ( ) , ..., }min max , w h e r e
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π ω π ω≡[ , ] [2 / , 2 / ]min max 1 2 represents some frequency
range of interest, may form a nonorthogonal set. In this
subsection, we aim to find a characteristic set of orthogonal
“modes” constructed from linear combinations of ⃗v t{ ( )} that
optimally represent the dynamics in a given spectral range.
Toward this, we construct a singular value decomposition
(SVD)72 of the projected velocities inside a given spectral
range. Specifically, the mass-weighted velocity vectors, ⃗v t( ),
from eq 10 are decomposed as

∑ω ω α ω σ α ρ ω⃗ ≡ ⃗ = ⃗ = ⃗v t u t u b( ) ( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( )
i

i i i
(13)

where the first part of the above equation introduces a different
function u ⃗(α, ω), at each value of ω, that has a periodicity of
2π. The second part of the equality introduces the basis
functions bi⃗(α) and ρi(ω) that are essentially obtained from the
SVD of u ⃗(α, ω). To carry out this SVD represented in eq 13,
⃗v t( ) is to be viewed as a matrix, with the following
dimensions: (a) one component of the matrix is the product
of the number of degrees of freedom and the number of time
samples, whereas (b) the other component of the matrix is the
n umb e r o f f r e q u e n c y s amp l e s i n t h e r a n g e

ω ω≡[ , ] [ , ]min max 1 2 . That is, a three-component entity,
⃗v t( ) (the three components being t N[ , 3 , ]), is interpreted
as a two-component matrix to facilitate an SVD within the
spectral range [ω1, ω2]. The quantities bi⃗(α) and ρi(ω) are then
the associated left and right singular vectors/basis functions
pertinent to the chosen spectral range. Specifically, for a given
singular value, the quantity, ρi(ω), depends on frequency, and
the elements of this function represent the importance of each
frequency inside the chosen window in contributing toward
b ⃗i(α). Similarly, for a given singular value, bi(α) ≡ bi⃗(ωt)
depends on the number of degrees of freedom and the effective
time variable, α ≡ ωt. Hence, b ⃗i(ωt) represents a collective
periodic orbit that represents the collection of frequency samples
in [ω1, ω2]. Such a periodic orbit includes the projections
described above and is specific for the spectral range [ω1, ω2].
The prominence of each mode, b ⃗i(α) ≡ bi⃗(ωt), is determined
by its associated singular value σi , the square of which is
proportional to the relative kinetic energy contribution at that
particular frequency, just as is the case for the Ci

Harm(ω) values
discussed above following eq 5. Specifically, using the SVD
bases, the “net projected mass-weighted velocity” inside the
given spectral range is
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and the associated kinetic energy in [ω1, ω2] is
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where we have used the orthonormality of bi⃗(α) and ρi(ω). In
section 4.2, we have used {b ⃗i(α)} to resolve the spectral
properties of the Zundel cation. Specifically, {b ⃗i(α)} are
represented using animations of the 3N degrees of freedom
in time, and these animations can be found in the Supporting
Information.

3. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON THE ZUNDEL CATION
The Zundel cation73,74 shown in Figure 1 is a protonated water
dimer that has been the focus of several recent experimen-

tal23,24,53−55 and theoretical54,56,57,59−61 studies. The methods
described in the previous sections are used to probe the
spectroscopic behavior of this system. The Zundel cation is a
small prototypical system with a proton shared between two
water molecules forming a short, strong hydrogen bond.75−82

This system plays a fundamental role in the understanding of
processes such as the enhanced mobility of protons and
deuterons in condensed phase aqueous environments, in
biological systems, and in several problems of interest in
materials chemistry, such as protonic conductors and fuel cells.
The study of the shared proton spectral features and

dynamics in the gas phase Zundel cation began with theoretical
work. In ref 56, Vener et al. utilized three separate approaches

Figure 1. Three experimental action spectra for the Zundel, H5O2
+

system: These experimental results are over a range of temperatures
and conditions where the top spectrum is from ref 55, the middle
spectrum is from ref 24, and the bottom one is from ref 52. This figure
is reproduced using the original data in refs 24, 52, and 55. We thank
Professors Asmis, Johnson, and Fridgen for providing us with their
original experimental data. In each case, the doublet area is highlighted
using a gray shade.
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to probe the vibrational dynamics in the shared proton spectral
region of the Zundel spectrum. (a) By comparing frequencies
obtained using the harmonic approximation invoked at
optimized nuclear geometries computed at MP2 and Bruckner
coupled cluster (B-CCD), the authors found that the proton
transfer mode was strongly perturbed by ∼300 cm−1 at the
higher level of theory. (b) To further probe this effect, the
authors performed ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) on an
MP2 surface at 360 K, which displayed substantial broadening
to highlight a flat surface along the donor−acceptor axis. (c) In
a third approach, low lying eigenenergies and transition
probabilities for a four-dimensional reduced quantum mechan-
ical Hamiltonian were found. The dimensions chosen were the
O−H−O symmetric and antisymmetric stretch (water−water
stretch and proton transfer mode) as well as the two
perpendicular O−H−O bend modes. The result of this
calculation was that bending modes were found at 968 and
1026 cm−1, while the shared proton stretch as well as the
second overtone of the O−H−O symmetric stretch coincided
at 1158 cm−1 giving a rather large intensity. This was
interpreted to be a Fermi resonance of the shared proton
symmetric and asymmetric stretch modes.
In 2003, a gas-phase experimental spectrum of the shared

proton region of the Zundel spectrum was reported by Asmis et
al.24 (In Figure 1, we provide all the experimental spectra
obtained on this system.) The vibrational spectrum was
acquired in that study using infrared multiple photon
dissociation (IRMPD).18−24 The cluster ions were kept in an
ion trap at ∼100 K and were conditionally cooled with helium.
This was to minimize the hot bands in the spectrum. In the
resulting spectrum, three bands at 921, 1043, and 1317 cm−1

were found. Consistent with ref 56, the peaks at 921 and 1043
cm−1 were assigned to the bending modes, while the shared
proton transfer mode was identified with the band at 1317
cm−1. However, a second IRMPD study, by Fridgen et al.,55 was
blue-shifted in the lower frequency region as compared to the
result from ref 24. The cluster temperature was considered to
be substantially warmer in ref 55. It was noted that differences
in the spectrum and assignments between those from Asmis et
al.,24 Fridgen et al.,55 and Vener et al.56 merited further
theoretical and experimental consideration.
Among the studies subsequently undertaken for the Zundel

system, investigations spanning the same spectral range using
argon and neon tagged vibrational predissociation action
spectroscopy were reported by Hammer et al. in ref 52. This
experimental work qualitatively represents a second category of
spectra in the proton transfer region. Requiring only one
photon to dissociate the weakly bound noble gas atom, the
spectra were found to have narrower features with significantly
less broadening and congestion. The major results were two
pairs of peaks around 1000 and 1700 cm−1 in the neon and
argon tagged spectra with smaller blue-shifted shadow peaks.
By varying the number of argons in the cluster, the smaller
peaks were attributed to the perturbation introduced by the
noble gas messenger atoms. To interpret the spectrum, full
dimensional quantum mechanical calculations were performed
to obtain eigenstates, energies, and transition energies. The
methods utilized were (a) diffusion Monte Carlo,83,84 (b) a
vibrational self-consistent field study,85 MM/VCI,86−89 and (c)
harmonic frequency calculations obtained at optimized geo-
metries. These approaches were unable to reproduce the
doublet at 1000 cm−1 and instead found it to be a singlet
transition corresponding to the excitation along the proton

transfer mode. Of the two higher frequency peaks, one was
attributed to a combination proton transfer + water−water
stretch. The findings of this study52 were inconclusive as to the
nature of the doublet feature at 1000 cm−1. While it was
persistent in the experimental spectra, it was unknown as to
whether it was intrinsic to the Zundel system or resulting from
a perturbation by the messenger atom. Indeed, it was shown in
ref 6 that the messenger ion could induce nontrivial
perturbations to the overall spectrum, even within the harmonic
approximation.
In 2006, Kaledin et al. performed AIMD calculations at 100

and 300 K using a highly accurate fitted potential energy
surface.57,90 Many trajectories were averaged to compute
vibrational spectra. The 100 K spectrum did appear to have a
partially resolved doublet around 1000 cm−1. The assignment
in this work was done by also computing driven MD
simulations57 varying the strength of the interacting electric
field as well as the frequency of oscillation. At low oscillator
strength, the results were in agreement with the harmonic
approximation. As the field strength was increased, deviations
from their harmonic spectrum were noted. The time average of
the position vector projected onto the harmonic normal
coordinates provided information about the modes that
contribute at each frequency. On the basis of these data, it
was concluded that the 1000 cm−1 doublet was due to the
shared proton stretch coupled to torsion, with the lower
frequency having more of the proton stretch character.
Subsequently, Vendrell et al.59−61 employed full-dimensional
multiconfiguration time dependent Hartree method
(MCTDH)33,47,91 using the same accurate potential used in
ref 54. This resulted in an IR vibrational spectrum in excellent
agreement with the experimental neon tagged vibrational
predissociation spectrum.52 Analysis was performed by
computing approximate eigenstates corresponding to each
doublet peak and projecting them onto zeroth order states
defined by Jacobi coordinates. Two zeroth order modes were
found to be dominant in describing the doublet. The first mode
represented an excitation along the shared proton coordinate
parallel to the O−O axis. The second was a combination
constructed by one excitation in the water−water stretch
together with the asymmetric double excitation of the water
wag (pyrimidalization) coordinates. The interpretation was that
the observed doublet at 1000 cm−1 could be identified as a
Fermi resonance between the two above-defined zeroth order
states, with the higher frequency band containing mostly
proton transfer and the lower peak acquiring more water−water
stretch/asymmetric wag. The two results published by Kaledin
et al.57 and Vendrell et al.,59−61 using the same potential energy
surface, together with the tagged predissociation spectra of
Hammer et al.,52 seem finally to be converging in the direction
of a unified story.
There are still uncertainties and inconsistencies however.

The higher temperature IRMPD results remain unresolved with
no study to date providing a uniform picture over the entire
temperature range. Here, we model the spectrum over the
entire temperature range using a single computational method.
To analyze the spectral features thus obtained, we utilize the
tools discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.2.
With regards to the blue shift at low frequecies noted by

comparison of the IRMPD spectra in refs 24 and 55, it is useful
to state a related result found in refs 1 and 2, concerning the
deuteron and proton bound dimethyl ether dimer. As noted in
Figure 2, simulations similar to those constructed in this
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publication recover the differences between the argon-tagged
action and IRMPD spectroscopic results. A similar blue-shift as
that observed in Figure 1 is also noted in Figure 2, which
depicts the behavior for [Me2O−D−OMe2]

+, a “chemical
generalization” to the Zundel system. This aspect has been
probed deeply in ref 1. It appears that the sometimes nontrivial
differences in the results from these experiments can be
explained through ab initio dynamics simulations on a single
electronic surface with temperature as the single differentiating
parameter.

4. SIMULATING THE VIBRATIONAL DENSITY OF
STATES AND THE DIPOLE SPECTRA FROM
DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS

In this section, we investigate the vibrational dynamics and
spectroscopy under gas phase and constant energy (micro-
canonical NVE ensemble) conditions. The latter is critical
because time-correlation functions are to be computed to
obtain the density of states. These necessitate a conserved
Hamiltonian during dynamics. The gas-phase calculations
correctly mimic the experimental conditions. The simulations
followed classical mechanics of the nuclei on a potential energy
due to the electronic degrees of freedom separated according to
the Born−Oppenheimer approximation. The calculations were
carried out using a development version of the Gaussian suite
of quantum chemistry programs.92 The potential energy used in
these calculations is a fitted CCSD(T) constructed by Bowman
et al.90 In the case of the fitted potential, numerical gradients
were implemented in the Gaussian development version92 to
compute the forces for the classical nuclear dynamics. This
calculation involved a 17-point derivative along each atomic
coordinate, derived by Taylor expansion of the values of the
potential on an evenly spaced grid centered on the point of
interest, the point about which the terms of the Taylor series is
evaluated. In addition, any rotational or translational
components arising due to limitations in computational
precision were projected out at every step. The resulting
dynamics maintained energy conservation quite well, as seen in
the Table 1. Trajectories were constructed for a range of
temperatures. The chosen temperature range, also shown in
Table 1, includes the regime of operation of the argon-tagged as
well as IRMPD experiments as noted in refs 1, 2, 5, and 6.
The dipole spectra are computed using eq 2 and shown in

Figures 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d. Specifically, Figure 3a depicts the
entire calculated spectral range, while Figure 3b shows the
range over which experimental results are generally available.
The critical doublet region is the focus of Figure 3c. The
following features are evident from these figures: (a) Figure 3b
shows three regions of spectral intensity. The doublet at 1000
cm−1, which is seen in the low temperature experimental
spectrum,52 is resolved in the simulated spectra between 26 and
67 K, as also noted in Figure 4. (b) The 1800 cm−1 peak is
found in all spectra, and the feature at 1500 cm−1 loses
resolution with increased temperature. (c) In the high
temperature experimental spectra,24,55 the broadened 1000
cm−1 doublet was blue-shifted with an increase in temperature.
This aspect can be seen in our computations in Figures 3b and
3d. While this peak shifting is generally recovered in the
simulated spectra here, particular contours of the peaks from
experimental results were not recovered at high temperatures in
the dipole spectra.
The doublet around 1000 cm−1 was previously described to

be the signature of the shared proton stretch vibrational mode.
As such, this feature is the central focus of this study. The
simulated trajectories at energies with corresponding temper-
atures of 26 K through 67 K reproduce the doublet at 870 and
990 cm−1, as seen in Figure 3b. (All spectra provided in this

Figure 2. The progression of finite temperature AIMD spectra for
[Me2O−D−OMe2]

+, as discussed in ref 1: This system can be viewed
as a generalization of the Zundel cation, [H2O−D−OH2]

+. The
αμ
QC(ω) intensities (see eq 2) computed from 39 K AIMD trajectories,

at the B3LYP/6-31+G** level of theory (shown in red), reproduce the
argon-tagged spectrum25 well, whereas the 390 K result (red)
reproduces the IRMPD spectrum.1 The AIMD spectra at intermediate
temperatures (blue) “interpolate” between the two experimental
results. Notably the primary, shared hydrogen transfer peak at 39 K shif ts
at 68 K and then dominates at higher temperatures. This blue-shift is
quite similar to that found for the higher temperature spectra here, see
Figures 1 and 3. All spectra here are filtered in the frequency domain
using a Gaussian with full-width half-max ≈ 15.3 cm−1. On account of
a rotational broadening, a spectrum filtered using a full-width half-max
of about 50 cm−1 (green trace) is also provided.

Table 1. Temperature and Energy Conservation Properties for the Various AIMD Trajectories. Total Simulation Time in Each
Case is 20 ps, with a Time-step of 0.25 fs

temp (K) 13 ± 4 16 ± 4 26 ± 6 33 ± 8 40 ± 10 67 ± 17 123 ± 29 237 ± 56 475 ± 109
ΔE (10−4kcal/mol) 1.5 2.1 4.2 6.3 8.6 16.6 27.4 42.6 89.7
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studied have been convoluted with a Gaussian filter of width 11
cm−1 in the frequency domain. This filter is consistent with the
rotational broadening seen in some of these experimental
studies.1) Higher temperature trajectories exhibit significant
spectral broadening (see Figure 3a and b); however, all features
seen in the experimental spectra (shown in Figure 1) are
approximately reproduced. The choice of temperatures in this
study is based on previous work1,5,6 where it has been shown
that low temperature AIMD results are in agreement with
argon-tagged single photon experiments, and higher temper-
ature results are in agreement with those from IRMPD.
4.1. Results from Vibrational Decomposition of Finite

Temperature Spectra in Terms of (a) Harmonic Normal
Modes and (b) Modes Constructed from Jacobi
Coordinates. In order to obtain a physical description of
the characteristic vibrations in the system that give rise to the
individual peaks of the doublet, the Fourier transformed mass-

weighted velocity vectors were projected onto (a) the harmonic
normal mode coordinates, obtained by a static harmonic
frequency calculation at the density functional level of theory,
and (b) mass-weighted Jacobi coordinates, as described in
section 2.1. Equations 16−19, below, define the mass-weighted,
symmetrized, Jacobi coordinates in terms of the harmonic
coordinates. Similarly, eqs 20−23 represent the inverse
transformation of the harmonic coordinates in terms of the
mass-weighted, symmetrized, Jacobi coordinates.

γ −= − · + ·

− ·

− || −

− ||

w w H w

w H

0.97 ( ) 0.17 ( )

0.12 ( )

Asym A Wa
306

A Sc
1001

A Sc
1761

(16)

γ − −= − · − ·

− ·

−

− ⊥

w w w w

w H

0.98 ( ) 0.12 ( )

0.11 ( )

Sym S Wa
375

Tw
197

S Sc
1678

(17)

Figure 3. (a) The dipole spectrum as given by eq 2. Each spectrum is independently normalized. (b) The same over a typical frequency range noted
in IRMPD and argon-tagged action spectroscopy experiments. (c) The dipole spectrum, as per eq 2 on the left, and the velocity spectrum, as per eq
3 on the right. Part c focuses on the doublet region. The broadening and blue-shift of the 1000 cm−1 spectral region, as a function of temperature, is
the subject of part d. A Gaussian convolution of 11 cm−1 standard deviation was added to these spectra and shown with solid lines; the raw data are
also shown using dashes in part c. This Gaussian f ilter is applied to all spectra in this study and is consistent with that used in ref 2.
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Here, γSym, γAsym, R, and z are the symmetric and asymmetric
water wags, the oxygen−oxygen stretch, and the shared proton
motion along the oxygen−oxygen axis, respectively, in the
Jacobi cordinate system. The corresponding eigenvectors of the
Hessian that contribute significantly to the Jacobi cordinate
transformation are (w−wA−Wa

306 ) and (w−wS−Wa
375 ), which

represent the antisymmetric and symmetric water wag,
(H||wA−Sc

1001 ) and (wA−ScH||
1761) are antisymmetric and symmetric

linear combinations of axial proton motion coupled to the

scissor motion of the water molecules, and (w−wSt
618) is the

water−water stretch. As noted from eq 19, the proton transfer
coordinate is the least “pure” of the four, involving the
asymmetric water scissor (wA−ScH||

1761) and asymmetric water
wag (w−wA−Wa

306 ). This is what we would expect from the
harmonic proton transfer coordinate since it represents a
water/hydronium pair interconversion. Similarly, as seen below
in eq 20, the harmonic asymmetric water wag includes proton
transfer motion. Furthermore, to maintain consistency between
the two coordinates, the two Jacobi single-water wags were
combined using the symmetric and asymmetric harmonic water
wag coordinates.

− γ= − · − ·−w w z0.97 ( ) 0.20 ( )A Wa
306

Asym (20)

Figure 4. (a) The contributions from the individual mass-weighted harmonic mode coordinates toward the peaks of the doublet. The quantity
shown in part a is the Ci

Harm[ω1,ω2] coefficient from eq 6, where the values for ω1 and ω2 are listed in the figure. The proton transfer, water−water
stretch, and water wagging modes are depicted using solid lines and described following eq 19. Since |Ci

Harm[ω1,ω2]|
2 represents the kinetic energy

within the frequency window [ω1, ω2] in the harmonic mode i, part b displays the difference in kinetic energy within a given mode, between the two
frequency windows. A positive value signifies more energy in the right peak and a negative value denotes more energy in the left peak.

Figure 5. (a) The contributions from the mass-weighted Jacobi coordinates toward the individual peaks of the doublet. The quantity shown in part a
is the Ci

Jacobi[ω1,ω2] coefficient from eq 8, where the values for ω1 and ω2 are listed in the figure. As in Figure 4a, the proton transfer mode, water−
water stretch, and water wagging modes are depicted using solid lines and described following eq 19. The water wags are symmetric and asymmetric
combinations of the original single water wag coordinates. See eqs 16 and 17 for gSym and gAsym. Since, |Ci

Jacobi[ω1,ω2]|
2 represents the kinetic energy

within the frequency window [ω1,ω2] in the harmonic mode i, part b displays the difference in kinetic energy in a given mode, between the two
frequency windows. A positive value signifies more energy in the right peak, and a negative value denotes more energy in the left peak.
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In this section, the dynamically averaged vibrational densities of
state represented by eq 1 are decomposed in terms of both the
eigenvectors of the Hessian as well as the Jacobi coordinates to
gauge the spectral behavior, in the doublet region, as a function
of the temperature.
In Figure 4a, the relative contributions along harmonic

normal coordinates are plotted at various temperatures for the
two bands defined over the frequency ranges 700−900 cm−1

and 935−1150 cm−1. The major contributors are the proton
transfer motion (black, solid), water−water stretch (red, solid),
and symmetric and asymmetric water wag modes (blue and
green solid, respectively). These coordinates also describe the
most prominent differences between the two peaks, as can be
seen in Figure 4b, where the differences between the relative
energies in each mode are plotted. Figure 4b shows that the
largest difference between the two peaks of the doublet is due
to the reduced importance of the proton transfer mode (black)
replaced by increased importance of the water−water stretch
(red) followed by the water wags, symmetric then asymmetric
(blue and green).
This is qualitatively reminiscent of the zeroth order

interpretation of the fully quantum mechanical results reported
by Vendrell et al.59−61 Vendrell et al. noted an increased
prominence of a zeroth order combination mode involving
Jacobi water−water stretch and an asymmetric eigenfunction of
the two Jacobi (single) water wag coordinates. Upon
comparison, we see in Figure 4b that the same basic set of
modes differentiates the two peaks of the doublet here as well.
However, the mode descriptor that contributes in the study by
Vendrell et al. is a two-variable correlated combination of the
water−water wag and the water−water stretch. In our case,
while these same modes do contribute, the zeroth order basis of
molecular motions does not include a correlated combination
(although the dynamics trajectories do include such a
correlated combination). Furthermore, the temperature
dependences of these differences are nontrivial. Upon
comparison with Figure 3d, we note that (a) the doublet gets
“washed out” as the temperature is increased and (b) the
difference in contribution from the asymmetric wag reduces
with increasing temperature. But Figure 4b displays a narrower
temperature range as compared to Figures 3b and 3d.
The results using the Jacobi coordinate system (Figure 5a

and b) are qualitatively equivalent to those from the harmonic
coordinates. The highest contributors include the proton
excursion along the water−water axis (black), water−water
center of mass distance oscillation (red), and the symmetric
and asymmetric combinations of the single-water wags (blue
and green). However, it is also clear upon inspection of Figures
4b and 5b that the qualitative description of differences
between the two peaks varies depending on the choice of
zeroth order modes (or choice of reference frame used to
decompose the molecular motion). Notwithstanding the subtle
differences between the decompositions in terms of harmonic
and Jacobi frames, the final picture remains qualitatively similar,
in particular, the increased prominence of the water−water
stretch and water wag modes in the lower frequency

Figure 6. Harmonic (left) and Jacobi (right) coordinate contributions
to the velocity spectra at various temperatures. These contributions are
calculated as given in eqs 5 and 7 (units of (K.E.)1/2). The four
previously identified important coordinates are plotted (proton
transfer, black; water−water stretch, red; asymmetric water wag,
green; symmetric water wag, blue) along with the dipole spectrum
(thin black line). [Also see Figures 4 and 5 for reference.]

Figure 7. Net projected velocity as given by eq 12 for the 700−900
cm−1 (a) and 935−1150 cm−1 (b) frequency components of the
doublet band at 26 K. Note: the two waters in each image are related
by reflection and a 90° rotation about the water−water torsion angle.

Figure 8. Singular values, σi from eq 14, and the squared singular
values, σi

2, for the first 10 SVD basis functions. The lower frequency
region of the doublet, 700−900 cm−1, is shown in red, while the higher
frequency region, 935−1150 cm−1, is shown in blue. The dotted lines
correspond to the singular values, σi, and the solid lines are the squared
counterparts.
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component of the doublet peak seen in Figure 5b. In addition,
the symmetric water wag differentiates the left peak more than
the asymmetric wag.
In the above analysis, as per eqs 6 and 8, the Ci

Harm(ω) and
Ci
Jacobi(ω) coefficients were integrated in the frequency range

[ω1,ω2] to obtain the cumulative contributions shown.
However, it is also possible to simply inspect the integrand in
eqs 6 and 8 as a function of frequency and temperature. Such
an analysis is carried out in Figure 6, where the spectral
distributions are plotted without integrating for the four critical
harmonic and four Jacobi coordinates. In addition, Figure 6 also
includes the spectrum in Figure 4 that is superimposed using
thin black lines. One of the most striking features f rom Figure 6 is
that the dipole spectrum is basically reproduced by simply following
the proton stretch mode, (H∥wA−Sc

1001 ), as a function of frequency.
This striking feature is also reminiscent of the study in ref 1
where again the spectral features and associated temperature
dependence of a proton-bound ether dimer, “a chemical
generalization of the Zundel system” treated here, were
qualitatively reproduced by simply following a single shared
proton stretch mode, compare with Figures 7 and 8 in ref 1
along with the accompanying discussion. In retrospect, this
here, as in ref 1, is not a surprise since the shared proton stretch
has the largest dipole transition intensity. Another interesting
aspect is the tail of the water−water stretch overlapping the
lower frequency peak from the doublet. The fact that this peak
shows up in the integrated intensities in Figures 4a and 5a is
due to the choice of ω =ω ω ( ) 1[ , ]1 2

in eqs 6 and 8. Future
studies will include a smoother filtering, but it is already clear
that the dipole spectrum in this system is also dominated by the

shared proton stretch. Another feature readily apparent is that,
over the span of the doublet, the relative prominence of the
symmetric and asymmetric water wag coordinates is not
consistent across temperatures. For the 26 and 33 K spectra,
the asymmetric wag seems to contribute across the doublet
more. As the temperature of the trajectory is increased to 40 K,
this ordering switches such that the symmetric wag coordinate
dominates over the asymmetric. This suggests that the proton
transfer coordinate couples to both wag coordinates with the
relative intensity of interaction being dependent on the total
energy, and thus the potential surface sampled.

4.2. Results from Inspection of the Periodic Phase
Space Orbits. We now inspect the actual molecular motions
sampled during dynamics using the time-translation group
analysis presented in section 2.2. Reconstructing the motion
responsible for the spectral features in a given frequency range
is accomplished through eq 12. In Figure 7, we represent the
quantity v[⃗ω1,ω2](t) in eq 12 by superimposing the entire set of
time samples into a single figure. Thus, atoms that sample a
larger portion of the configurational space during dynamics
appear thicker in Figure 7, and vice versa. As can be seen, the
space sampled in the lower frequency band is more spread out
as compared to the higher frequency peak. For the case of the
latter, the proton follows a transfer path alongside concurrent
water scissor and wag modes. The proton behaves similarly in
the lower frequency peak, but the water molecules sample
oblong-shaped disk-like regions within their respective
projected three-dimensional spaces. These are stretched
primarily in the direction of the O−O axis, indicating more
diversity in motion under the lower frequency peak, especially

Figure 9. Harmonic normal mode components of SVD basis functions, Ci
Harm[b ⃗j] in eq 24, for the 26 K doublet peaks. Arrows indicate the relative

phase along coordinates associated with the fundamental harmonic in the Fourier series of b ⃗j. See eq 25.
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coupled to the OO stretch. This aspect is qualitatively similar to
the result seen in both the harmonic as well as Jacobi
coordinate decompositions, where again, the OO stretch was
seen to contribute to a greater extent at the lower end of the
doublet region.
A set of characteristic modes of vibration are determined

through singular value decomposition (SVD) of the set of all
projected velocities as discussed in section 2.2.1. Figure 8
displays the singular values, and it can be seen that only the first
few basis functions represent the majority of the kinetic energy
(see eqs 14 and 15). Graphical representations of the first four
basis functions at each temperature are presented in the
Supporting Information. These provide a representation of the
molecular motions captured within each basis. To be clear, the
animations here include the full anharmonicity of the potential
as sampled at a given temperature and are, in fact, the
orthonormal periodic orbits sampled during dynamics.
To quantitatively analyze the time-dependent picture

introduced through the {bi⃗(α)} basis vectors, we choose to
represent these in terms of the Ci

Harm(ω) vectors. We note that
while the time evolution of the mode, {b ⃗i(α)}, is explicitly
noted, those for Ci

Harm(ω) and Ci
Jacobi(ω) follow analytically

since these are solutions to the harmonic problem.
Furthermore, the square root of the relative kinetic energy
along harmonic normal mode coordinates for a given SVD basis
function is computed as

∫ α α⃗ = | ̂ · ⃗ |C b H b[ ] ( d ( ) )i j i j
Harm harm 2 1/2

(24)

The quantity Ĥi
harm·b ⃗j(α) is a dot-product in 3N space, that is

the number of nuclear degrees of freedom, and the integration
is over the reduced time variable α. This quantity parallels that
given in eq 6. The quantity from eq 24 is presented in Figures
9−12 to provide an interpretation of the {bi⃗(α)} basis vectors
in terms of the commonly used harmonic modes. In addition,
since b ⃗i(α) is a periodic function, it can be expanded using a
Fourier series as

∑ ∑α α ϕ

α ϕ

⃗ = − ̂ +

− ̂
= = =

∞
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N
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3

1 1
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1, 2

3 ,
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The phases, {ϕijk}, then represent the phase shifts required in
b ⃗i(α) to match the sinusoidal component. In Figures 9−12, we
also include arrows representing the relative phase of motion
along each separate harmonic coordinate. Here, these quantities
are defined as the phase, ϕij1, of the fundamental harmonic in
the Fourier expansion of the SVD basis function depicted in eq
25.
In the section below, the quantities ϕij1 and Ci

Harm[bj⃗] are
analyzed to interpret the {bi⃗(α)} basis vectors and gauge the
invariance of the spectral interpretation with coordinate
transformation since the quantities in eqs 24 and 25 depict
the projections of bi⃗(α) onto {H⃗i

harm}.
4.2.1. Description of SVD Basis Functions: b⃗j(α). The most

significant SVD basis functions, for the temperature range
considered in Figures 9−12, are directed primarily along the
proton transfer and water−water stretch harmonic normal

Figure 10. Harmonic normal mode components of SVD basis functions, Ci
Harm[b ⃗j] in eq 24, for the 33 K doublet peaks. Arrows indicate the relative

phase along coordinates associated with the fundamental harmonic in the Fourier series of b ⃗j. See eq 25.
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coordinates. In nearly all the cases, the first basis function
corresponds to the proton transfer motion, while the second is
along the water−water stretch coordinate. An important
exception is the 67 K data provided in Figure 12. The first
two basis functions representing the motion of the left doublet
peak are not divided into proton transfer and water−water
stretch but are rather into out-of-phase and in-phase motions
along the two coordinates, representative of a general trend in
which increased mixing follows an increased dynamics
temperature. This example is also an exception in that the
motion for the first, as well as the second, basis function is not
led by the proton transfer but rather the motion along the
water−water stretch.
Comparing across the two peaks, the right doublet peaks are

dominated by motion directed largely along the proton transfer
axis, while the left doublet peaks contain an increased
contribution of motion along the water−water stretch,
evidenced by the trends of the first and second singular values
in graphical representations provided in the Supporting
Information. This observation is in agreement with the
coordinate based analyses given above, seen in Figures 4b
and 5b where it is shown for all temperatures that the right
peak contains proportionally more kinetic energy along the
proton stretch axis and the left along the water−water stretch.
The symmetric and asymmetric water wag modes participate

in the SVD basis functions in two ways. First, the water wags
often contribute to the third and fourth basis functions, with
various couplings to the proton transfer, water−water wag, and
water rocking coordinates. In the first two basis functions,
which contribute much more to the total energy, motion along

the water wag coordinates provides a minor part of the
coordinate description to the more prominent proton stretch
and water−water stretch motions. This particular aspect is
consistent with that seen in Figure 6, where we note that the
wag contributions are small as a function of frequency but
significant as indicated in the corresponding integrated plots,
Figures 4a and 5a.

5. CONCLUSION
A number of detailed studies have been performed with respect
to the ∼1000 cm−1 doublet spectral feature of the Zundel
protonated water dimer, both experimentally and computa-
tionally,24,52,55−57,59−61,93 of which selected studies have been
analyzed. Depending on the particular theoretical and
experimental treatments, investigations have arrived at some-
what disparate explanations of the mechanism causing the peak
splitting. In all cases, it was interpreted as a coupling of
vibrational modes in which the zeroth order picture failed to
reproduce the doublet. Among the zeroth order modes
implicated in the spectral features around 1000 cm−1 were
the proton transfer motion, perpendicular proton motions,
water−water stretch, water wagging modes, and water−water
torsion, as referened in the Introduction.
In this study, two methods were introduced to analyze ab

initio molecular dynamics trajectories that were obtained here.
In the first case, an averaged overlap of the velocity Fourier
tranform onto harmonic (and Jacobi) coordinates was
computed over the frequency ranges of the two doublet
peaks, see eqs 6 and 8 and section 2.1. The analysis implicates
the proton transfer and the water−water stretch as differ-

Figure 11. Harmonic normal mode components of SVD basis functions, Ci
Harm[b ⃗j] in eq 24, for the 40 K doublet peaks. Arrows indicate the relative

phase along coordinates associated with the fundamental harmonic in the Fourier series of b ⃗j. See eq 25.
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entiating the two peaks, and to a lesser extent the water wag
modes. This is qualitatively reminiscent of the conclusion in the
fully quantum mechanical study by Vendrell et al.59−61 that the
doublet can be seen to arise from a Fermi resonance between
the proton transfer mode and a combined water−water stretch/
asymmetric water wag mode. Of course, a precise correspond-
ence is unclear given the difference in methodologies and
corresponding definitions of zeroth order (or test) states.
The second approach taken here for the vibrational analysis

of the doublet feature required no choice of zeroth order modes
but rather considered (anharmonic) periodic vibrational
motions projected from the dynamics, see section 2.2. The
periodic projections corresponding to the frequency ranges of
each peak were subsequently decomposed into relevant
orthogonal vibrational basis functions using a singular value
decomposition. It was found that two vibrational motions well
represented as well as differentiated the motions of the two
doublet peaks. Described qualitatively, these were the proton
transfer and water−water stretch motions, both of which
intrinsically carry water wag character. In the former analysis,
the water wags were singled out in the results, a direct
consequence of the particular reference modes (harmonic or
Jacobi) chosen at the onset. The latter approach, however,
identified the water wagging motion to be largely correlated to
the proton transfer and water−water stetch, particularly in the
lower temperature trajectories. As more of the lesser motions
rise in prominence with increased temperature, the proton
transfer and water−water stretch, that is, the symmetric and
asymmetric shared proton stretches, remained most important.

The results presented here indicate that the Hamiltonian
nonseparability with respect to, the symmetric and asymmetric
shared proton stretches as the fundamental and differentiating
characteristic motions within the frequency ranges of the
doublet feature about 1000 cm−1. As is apparent in Figures 4
and 6, the precise nature of the water−water stretch
(asymmetric shared proton stretch) contribution to the lower
frequency doublet peak is confused by the fact that the lower
peak frequency range overlaps with the tail of a dark vibrational
peak, primarily of asymmetric proton stretch character. In this
aspect, further investigation merits additional measures, e.g.,
more frequency window functions, to isolate vibrations more
directly linked to the features of interest in the dipole spectrum.
Nevertheless, the ultimate importance of the asymmetric shared
proton stretch in the doublet feature is affirmed in the singular
value decompositions of the time translation symmetry
projections over the spectral range of the higher frequency
peak, where the second most significant basis functions are
primarily water−water stretch vibrations. Further analysis is
needed to understand the exact nature of the interaction
between the symmetric and asymmetric shared proton
stretching motions and implications on other Zundel-like
systems.
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Figure 12. Harmonic normal mode components of SVD basis functions, Ci
Harm[b ⃗j] in eq 24, for the 67 K doublet peaks. Arrows indicate the relative

phase along coordinates associated with the fundamental harmonic in the Fourier series of b ⃗j. See eq 25.
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